
Once in the Bucharest Otopeni Airport 

• Change just  a  small  amount of  money,  preferably to ATM's (the  rate  at  the 
Otopeni Exchange Offices are very bad). You can further change money at the Banks in the 
town (rather than in Exchange Offices).

• At normal hours there is a Bus (number 783) starting from the ground floor (so you have to go 
down one floor), going first to "Departures" and then coming back to the town and stopping 
again to "Arrivals". 
For the bus 783 you can buy a ticket (actually valid also for the return) in the ground floor of 
ARRIVALS.

• For  Hotel  Ambasador:  you  have  to  get  out  from  the  bus  at  the  station  PIATZA 
ROMANA which  comes  right  after  the  station  PIATZA VICTORIEI.  From  PIATA 
ROMANA you continue forward after crossing on the left side of the street, and after 
800m you are at Hotel Ambassador.

• For Hotel IBIS you have to return to the main crossing on the same side and then turn to 
the left and continue straight for cca 500m (here - at the second crossing - is IMAR on 
the left ) and then another 600m to HOTEL IBIS. For Hotel IBIS you may also use the 
line 780 leaving from the Otopeni Airport.

• For the Simion Stoilow Institute of Mathematics (the conference venue): you have to get 
out from the bus 783 at  the station PIATZA ROMANA which comes right after  the 
station PIATZA VICTORIEI. From PIATA ROMANA you continue on Dacia Bd., cross 
the Calea Victoriei  and at  the next crossing,  on the left,  you find a 9 level building 
hosting the Institute. The Conference Hall is on the ground floor.

• You can see these locations here 

• Alternatively, the NORMAL price of a Taxi is 1,39 Lei / Km (plus 13,90/hour), but to get such a 
normal taxi you have to go down from the ARRIVALS and go by feet to DEPARTURES (down 
and going around to the right) where you can take a taxi coming with a passenger. Thus, the 
normal price of a drive to the hotel(s) or to IMAR should be around 25 Lei (plus the tip, say 5 
Lei).

• There are Taxis at the Arrivals, but, due to a stupid monopole regulation, these taxis cost 3,50 
Lei / Km (plus 35,00 / hour). 

In any case, do not accept the offer of someone walking in the airport to drive you 
to the town, and look to see clearly the price put on the door of the taxi.

http://maps.google.ro/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Institutul+de+Matematica+Simion+Stoilow+al+Academiei+Romane,+Bucure%C8%99ti&sll=44.437702,26.097336&sspn=0.028375,0.077162&gl=ro&ie=UTF8&hq=Institutul+de+Matematica+Simion+Stoilow+al+Academiei+Romane,&hnear=Bucuresti&z=15

